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a b s t r a c t 

The scenario of classification with imbalanced datasets has gained a notorious significance 

in the last years. This is due to the fact that a large number of problems where classes are 

highly skewed may be found, affecting the global performance of the system. A great num- 

ber of approaches have been developed to address this problem. These techniques have 

been traditionally proposed under three different perspectives: data treatment, adaptation 

of algorithms, and cost-sensitive learning. 

Ensemble-based models for classifiers are an extension over the former solutions. They 

consider a pool of classifiers, and they can in turn integrate any of these proposals. The 

quality and performance of this type of methodology over baseline solutions have been 

shown in several studies of the specialized literature. 

The goal of this work is to improve the capabilities of tree-based ensemble-based solu- 

tions that were specifically designed for imbalanced classification, focusing on the best be- 

having bagging- and boosting-based ensembles in this scenario. In order to do so, this pa- 

per proposes several new metrics for ordering-based pruning, which are properly adapted 

to address the skewed-class distribution. From our experimental study we show two main 

results: on the one hand, the use of the new metrics allows pruning to become a very suc- 

cessful approach in this scenario; on the other hand, the behavior of Under-Bagging model 

excels, achieving the highest gain with the usage of pruning, since the random undersam- 

pled sets that best complement each other can be selected. Accordingly, this scheme is 

capable of outperforming previous ensemble models selected from the state-of-the-art. 
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1. Introduction 

When working with classification tasks, it may be observed that datasets frequently present a very different distribu- 

tion of examples within their classes. This issue is known as the problem of imbalanced classes [30,66] , and it has been 

addressed throughout the last ten years [13] . Even so, the development of algorithms for learning classifiers in this sce- 

nario is still a hot topic of research [46,60] . This is mainly due to the high number of real applications that are affected by 

this condition. Enumerating some examples we may refer to bankruptcy prediction [37] , medical data analysis [9,38] and 

bioinformatics [7,29] , among others. 

The presence of classes with few data can generate sub-optimal classification models, since there is a bias towards the 

majority class. This is due to the fact that, when the standard accuracy metric is considered, predicting the class with a 

higher number of examples is preferred during the learning process; therefore, the discrimination functions computed by 

the algorithm will be positively weighted towards the majority class [46] . Hence, there is an undeniable need for developing 

more precise approaches in order to reach the maximum precision in every class, independently of its representation or 

distribution. Furthermore, recent studies have shown that additional data intrinsic characteristics have a strong influence on 

the correct identification of the minority class examples [46,64] . 

Traditionally, solutions for this problem have been divided into three large groups [46,48] , i.e. preprocessing [4] (to bal- 

ance the example distribution per class), ad-hoc adaptation of standard algorithms [78] , and the usage of cost-sensitive 

learning [19] . Any of the former approaches can be integrated into an ensemble-type classifier, thus empowering the 

achieved performance, as it has been shown in the specialized literature [22,23,46,65] . 

In summary, an ensemble is a collection of classifiers aimed at increasing the generalization capability of a single clas- 

sifier, since classifiers in the ensemble are supposed to complement each other [59,62,75] . These classifiers are then jointly 

applied in order to obtain a single solution in agreement. Reader might guess that the more elements the ensemble has, the 

more reliable the solution will be, but there is a limit from which the accuracy does not improve or even worse, it could 

be degraded [83] . There are two main reasons for this behavior: (1) the difficulty in the decision process regarding possible 

contradictions or even redundancy among the components of the ensemble; and (2) the overfitting problem when adjusting 

the weights in a boosting-based ensemble. 

In accordance with these issues, several proposals have been developed to carry out a selection of classifiers within 

the ensemble [5,82] , which are named as pruning methods. The goal is to obtain a subset of the ensemble that solves the 

classification problem in an optimal way, i.e., maintaining or improving the accuracy of the system. In this paper we focus 

on ordering-based pruning, whose working procedure is based on a greedy approach and whose effectiveness in standard 

classification has been already proved [31,51] . This scheme starts from a trained ensemble composed of a large number 

of classifiers. Then, classifiers are iteratively selected one by one from the pool according to the maximization of a given 

metric and added to the final ensemble. This process is usually carried out until a pre-established number of classifiers are 

selected. 

The heuristic metrics used for the ensemble pruning methodology were originally defined for standard classification 

tasks. In the scenario of imbalanced datasets, the effect of each classifier in the recognition of both classes must be analyzed 

in detail in order to obtain valid results. Therefore, ordering-based pruning metrics must be adapted this specific scenario, 

taking the data representation into account. Our objective is to focus on the class imbalance of the problem during the 

whole learning process. First, in the ensemble learning stage, via the use of those learning methods inherently adapted to 

this context [23] . Second, a posteriori, that is, in the classifier pruning step by selecting the most appropriate classifiers with 

our novel proposed metrics. As we will show in the experimental study, this positive synergy will allow us to boost the final 

performance of the system. 

Specifically, the contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 

• To use the ensemble pruning methodology in the context of imbalanced classification for improving the behavior of 

ensemble-based solutions in this framework. 
• To develop novel ordering-based pruning metrics taking the properties of the class imbalance problem into account. In 

particular, we focus on the adaptation of five of the most popular schemes for ordering-based pruning [51] . 
• To carry out a thorough experimental study in order to analyze the usefulness of this methodology in the imbalanced 

scenario. More specifically, we carry out an exhaustive comparison of all the adaptation of the five metrics so as to verify 

their results with the state-of-the-art ensembles on the topic, which were those previously stressed in [23] . 
• To study the true benefits of the application of these new metrics both with respect to the baseline methodologies and 

the state-of-the-art models. It will be shown that incorporating ensemble-pruning allows one to go a step further into 

the performance of ensemble-based solution. 

For a fair evaluation of the ordering-based pruning in imbalanced classification, we have selected the best bagging- and 

boosting-based ensemble models that were highlighted in our previous study on the topic [23] . Finally, the validation of the 

novel imbalanced pruning methodology will be carried out using a wide benchmark of 66 different problems commonly 

used in this area of research [46] , and supported by means of the statistical analysis of the results [24] . 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2.1 introduces classification with ensembles for the problem of im- 

balanced data, as well as the ordering-based pruning approach with the metrics considered to perform this process. Then, 

Section 3 contains the core part of the manuscript, in which we present our adaptations to imbalanced classification for 
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